
 
COVID-19 Policies 

*as of 5.19.2020 
 

The COVID-19 outbreak is a global challenge on an unprecedented scale, but Preschool of the 
Arts still strives to offer a vibrant, innovative and supportive learning community committed to 
child-focused exploration and creativity. We aim to meet the significant impacts this crisis has on 
our children with love, compassion and understanding. We believe children are capable. We 
value play as both means of developmentally appropriate learning and processing the world. 
We will continue to structure our curriculum around these constructs, while incorporating 
ongoing best health practices regarding COVID-19. 
 
Drop off / Pick Up 

● Each classroom will be assigned a pick up and drop off time to limit the number of 
people in the hallways at once. Though the classroom hours may vary, each classroom 
will have 7.5 hours of care.  

● Each classroom will be assigned an entrance (side entrances, front entrance, back 
playground entrance).Parents will not be able to enter the building with their child, 
teachers will greet children at the designated drop off spot. Teachers will take each 
child’s temperature as they are dropped off, as well as run through a checklist of 
symptoms with the parent including cough, runny nose, fever, diaherra, and vomiting. 
Parents will need to verify each morning that the child does not have any of the 
symptoms. The list of symptoms may change as the situation evolves. 

● Teachers will take children inside at their designated time. Upon entering the building, 
teachers and all children will wash hands. 

● Each family will be required to have the same person pick up and drop off each day.  
 

Staffing and Classroom Placement 
● Children will be assigned classrooms to limit spread as much as possible, so siblings will 

be in the same classroom. Children of first responders will also be in the same 
classroom, as much as possible. PSA will make every effort to ensure children have 
familiar faces in their new classrooms. 

● Each classroom will have a one main teacher, as well as an assistant/mobile teacher. 
The mobile teacher will be shared between two classrooms. This mobile teacher will help 
the classrooms with things such as: break times, diapering and bathrooms, cleaning, 
and taking the group on walks. 

 
Social Distancing 



 
● In keeping with the Governor's order to limit our size, the school will be split into two 

sides, each with 50 or fewer children, and 10 teachers who interact with children. There 
will be additional staff on site who do not interact with children for administration and 
cleaning, as well as music and art.  

● Children need to be hugged and comforted, so teachers will be encouraged to wear 
smocks that are easily washable when they need to be in very close contact with 
children, such as hugging or comforting.  

● All children and staff are encouraged to wear face masks. PSA will provide face masks 
but teachers and children are also welcome to bring in their own. 

● Each classroom will have an outdoor space assigned to them, as well as an assigned 
time outside. Classrooms will be encouraged to spend as much time outside as possible. 
The cleaner will be responsible for sanitizing the play area after each classroom is done.  

● All personal items for each child will be stored in their cubby, including outdoor gear, 
nap gear and extra clothing. 

 
Cleaning Procedures 

● Classrooms will be set up to ensure that everything can be easily cleaned. No toys that 
cannot be easily cleaned will be available in the classroom. Classrooms will disinfect toys 
before sharing with another classroom.  

● All staff will follow a two-step cleaning process: clean with soap and water, then 
disinfect.  

● Each classroom will have a container of soapy water available. Anytime a toy goes in a 
child’s mouth, or is otherwise deemed dirty, the teacher will place it in the wash bin. A 
cleaner will come by to clean toys and return them to the classroom. 

● Heavy traffic items such as doorknobs will be cleaned multiple times throughout the day. 
● Children and staff will be required to wash hands more often including but not limited 

to: upon arrival, before and after handling food, before and after handling medicine, 
before and after diapering, before and after using the bathroom or helping a child in the 
bathroom, after coming in contact with bodily fluid, after playing outside.  
 

Food Service and Lunches 
● Children will be required to bring their lunches in plastic, glass, metal or disposable 

lunch boxes or bags. No fabric lunch boxes will be allowed.  
● All snacks will be pre-packaged and prepared off site. Snacks will be healthy pre-made 

options such as fruit, vegetables, whole grains, and dairy. PSA will do our best to provide 
options for children with allergies. Snacks will be delivered to each classroom.  
 

Diapering and Bathrooms 



 
● All adults in the building will be assigned an adult bathroom to minimize contact with 

others. Adults will be responsible for disinfecting bathrooms after use. 
● Classrooms with bathrooms in their rooms will use their own bathrooms. Classrooms 

without a bathroom will have assigned bathrooms. After each child is done, the 
bathroom will be sanitized following the two-step process. Mobile teachers will be 
responsible for helping classrooms with the bathroom. 

● Gloves will be required when diapering children. Gloves will be changed between each 
child. Mobile teachers will be responsible for helping classrooms with diapering.  

 
Naptime 

● Children will be required to sleep as far apart as possible, but no closer than 6ft.  
● Children will keep their nap items in their cubby. Nap mats will be assigned to each child 

and disinfected daily. All nap items should be labeled with the child’s name. Parents will 
be required to store nap materials in sealable bags, preferably ones that are washable 
and zip closed. Parents are required to launder nap materials weekly. 

 
Music and Art 

● Art and Music Specialists will not be able to interact with children directly, but will be 
able to prepare supplies for classrooms. Specialists will be able to interact with 
classrooms virtually. 

 
Sick Children and Staff 

● Each classroom will have a designated area for children to go, should they develop any 
symptoms or a fever.  

● If a child or teacher develops a fever over 100 degrees, they will be removed from the 
classroom. A doctor’s note or record of a negative COVID-19 test is required in order to 
return.  

● If a child is symptomatic, parents will be directed to have the child tested. Parents 
should report to the child’s pediatrician or go to the Alliant Center for immediate testing. 
The results of the test must be reported to PSA as soon as possible.  

● If a member of a classroom tests positive for COVID-19, the classroom will be shut 
down for up to 10 days while the classroom is cleaned and disinfected.  

● If a child or staff test positive, they may only return to school with a physician’s note of 
health. 

 
In Case of Positive Cases 



 
● A positive COVID-19 case will result in the classroom closing for 10 days. Since each 

classroom is contained to that room and the staff assigned, the rest of the school will 
not need to close. 

● If there are two or more cases throughout the school, the entire school or the specific 
wing of the school that has the positive cases will close for 10 days.  

● Because of the pandemic, a 10-day closure will not result in a refund. If there are 
subsequent shutdowns in the same classroom, more than one shutdown for a wing or 
more than 10 day shutdown for the entire school, 20% of the tuition payment will be 
refunded or credited. 

● If a child or staff member develops a fever or other symptom, all who have been in 
contact with that child or staff member will be notified by email. The identity of the 
symptomatic person will be protected, but those in contact with them will be notified. 
Follow up notification will be given concerning the classroom’s ability to remain open.  

 
 
 
 
By signing below, I certify that I have read the new COVID-19 policies. I agree to follow the 
policies as they apply to me. I further acknowledge that these policies are subject to change, 
and I agree to continue to follow the policies as outlined by the school. 
 
Name:______________________________________________ 
 
Signature:___________________________________________ Date Signed:_______________ 


